CONCERNING DOG PLAY AREA STATUS FOR UPPER BIG REC

My name’s Chris Duderstadt and I have a 2 year old border collie
named Bosco. On average we spend two hours a day in the Golden
Gate Park, mostly above the playing fields at Big
Rec. Before Bosco, a shelty named Barnie and I
spent the same amount of time in the Park. I
have a very large group of friends that have
shared this time in the Park. While our dogs play,
we talk and the community we have is one of the
glories of city living. It is reflective of what should
be the basic function of city parks. To bring our citizens together in
friendship and community.
In 15 years of experience at Big Rec, I can count
the incidents of conflict involving dogs on one hand
and three of those were dog
on dog. I’ve never witnessed
dogs interrupting baseball
games, though I don’t doubt it
occasionally happens. I was
recently told by a baseball
umpire that the resident red
tail hawk, known to all who
frequent Big Rec, interrupted
a game, trapping a gopher
near the baseline.
For all this time under RPD Directors Mary Burns,
then Joel Robinson, and Elizabeth Goldstein, and
now Yomi Agunbiade, we’ve known and supported
as possible the staff gardeners; John, Felipe,
Vicky, and now Norm. Vicky asked me to help find
covers for the
trash cans. Her
District Superintendent, Steve Susnowski, had ignored her pleas
for covers and the ravins were continually scattering
trash. I made some calls, found and talked with the
vendor the city used. I then arranged to collect funds
from my dog friends to buy the covers. Steve’s reply
to our offer was to reprimand Vicky for talking to me
and to remove 7 trash cans and one of the two
dumpsters from Big Rec. His next jester of outreach
involved nailing two DOGS MUST BE KEPT ON
LEASH signs high in the trees and getting a horse
patrolman to ride through and give tickets.
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The first ticket went to a SF public school teacher who was playing
fetch with her small dog, Lucy, at 9am a weekday morning. They
were the only souls in the area. Though she immediately put Lucy
on leash before the horse approached, she was given an $80 ticket.
She scheduled a hearing to contest it, but she had to miss the hearing because of a family emergency involving an elderly relative. She
paid the fine.
This signaled a change in department policy concerning dogs at upper Big Rec. I had
followed the Dog Policy since 2000 when Supervisor Mark Leno asked me, as Ground
Sports Advisory Committee Chair, to sit in on discussions involving dogs at Dolores
Park. It seemed reasonable to make the efforts for consideration of upper Big Rec for
Dog Play Status.
I reviewed again the requirements for DPA status:
Large Parks & Squares - Parks 10-35 acres: Boundaries: Unfenced DPAs are possible as long as paths, boundaries, signs, topographic features, landscaping and/or
other use separation features can reasonably define areas.
Sign-age at Big Rec makes it very clear that dogs should stay outside the sidewalk surrounding the ball fields and the existing hedge/tree line provides a “soft” barrier on the
other sides.

Off leash use does not preclude other uses in these areas. The public can use at
their discretion.
This has always been the case. We all get along,
be it the occasional picnic, or soccer practice, ti
chi group, or sunbather, there are seldom problems. I wish the same could be said for down on
the fields were rival high school teams or baseball
and pickup soccer regularly mix it up. Typically,
dog folks come out early and late in the day before
and after the typical heavy use periods and if a
space is being used, there’s always room for all.
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3.5 DPA Amenities
Bag dispensers: We put them up in discrete areas like next to trash cans and someone take them down.

• Signs:

Got’em

• Bench(s): Got’em
• Surface material: Lots of grass!
• Barriers: Got’em
• Trash cans (RPD to service) Got’em though the ravins empty them.

3.7 Partnerships
DPAs require an active volunteer or partner program to assist with monitoring and maintenance.
We started a signup sheet and collected 200 signatures and commitments from folks to
continue to be the park stewards we had always been, and to abide by the directives of
t SFDOG Park Petiquate. Then we sent in a request to Yomi as required and by return
mail received a “Request Denied.” No
discussion, go away! Not to be put off,
we approached Dan McKenna, RPD
coordinator to the Dog Advisory Committee and met at Big Rec. We discussed possible alternatives and he
scheduled and held a community meeting on our request. At this meeting, I
counted 30 supporters, 6 opposed some the usual faces at DAC meetings
- and the entire Lowell Baseball team
which simply walked across the street
after a game, in uniform and cleats. I
was told Steve Susnowski coordinated
their attendance with their coach.
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For
several
months, members of our new group BigRecDog (.com) spent Sunday afternoons with
tongs and bags policing the area for trash which we would carry to the few remaining
trash cans, or if full, home to own trash cans. As we were cleaning throughout the Big
Rec area up to the infields, this afforded us the opportunity to “interface” with many recreational users who were supportive and actually started to take an interest in picking
up after themselves. It became hard to clean up during the activities that continued
later and later with the longer days. I was confronted by a softball player for picking up
a pile beer cans, one of which he hadn’t finished.
As we walk our dogs every day and as the current gardener, Norm, works Saturdays
and takes Mondays off, I sent a request to the overall GGP Superintendent Gloria KochGonzalez requesting permission to do our clean up Monday mornings and for replacement of some cans. Their removal had directly contributed to increased loose trash.
She did put one trash can back, but told us that our assistance a Big Rec was not welcome. We should talk to the RPD’s Volunteer Coordinator for assignment somewhere
else in the park system.
Oh, and then Yomi fired (transfered out) Dan McKinna, eventually replacing him with
Amber Evans. This was around February of 2005 and now in August of 2005 Ms. Evans
has decided to allow the Dog Advisory Committee to hear her discussion of why BigRecDog’s application should be denied. Ms. Evans has even denied BigRecDog’s request for the opportunity to make a short presentation. DAC Chair, Tamar Hurwitz, has
stated that we can also expect no more then one minute for public comment.
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Today Big Rec is littered with trash, overflowing trash
cans are emptied by the ravins. Bosco has found
19 baseballs in the brush behind upper Big Rec. She truly has a thing for
balls. These we have either thrown to players on the field or placed near
the team benches as no baseball is generally being played now. Our
community continues to flourish at Big Rec as we have for over 100 years.
We’ve a new pug play group after 6pm that’s a hoot. The DAC has insisted on discussing only enforcement for several months now. We hear
from the police, the Park Patrol, and Animal Control that they have no
problem at Big Rec with dogs and no time to put to harassing otherwise
law abiding dog owning citizens.
As part of this exercise in civic involvement, I spent a recent afternoon visiting several parks and DPA’s where I’d heard there were huge battles raging between dog haters and lovers. I couldn’t find any haters, but I did
find lots of people enjoying our parks, more with dogs than not, but no obvious conflicts. I found the DPA’s not always used. Even though I was dogless (Bosco developed
a limp and was taking the afternoon off) everyone I talked with was friendly as with my
experience at Big Rec.
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I admit I am partial to dogs and people with dogs. The dogs always welcome a biscuit or
a scratch behind the ear, and the people are always good for a smile. Certainly all dogs
or people with dogs are not perfect, and we all should be working to improve ourselves
and our communication skills. But the dog issue seems to be an issue to a very vocal
and not particularly pleasant minority.
We have had a close vibrant community at
Big Rec and we will continue to encourage
responsible dog and human conduct. We
have reached out to Rec and Park to protect and improve an already wonderful
space. Considering the lack of respect
shown us by Rec and Park Staff and the
hostility and ranker that typifies the Dog
Advisory Committee meetings, I find it difficult to encourage anyone to attend.
Life is too short. Baring acceptance of our
offer, which seems extremely unlikely, I suspect that BigRecDog
will disband and we will continue as individuals to responsibly
USE our park as we have for 100 years and welcome everyone to
come share this wonderful community experience.

